**SIDING**

**12" RIGIDSHAKE™ STAGGERED EDGE**

**PART DESCRIPTION:** RS 12" Stag Shake Ced 12x48  
**FUNCTION:** Textured Shake Siding

**KEY DIMENSIONS:**  
- Exposure: 9.625"
- Overlap: 2.125"
- Pieces per square: 31.16
- Length: 48"
- Width: 11.77"
- Height: N/A
- Min. Thickness: 0.315"

**CONSTRUCTION:**  
- Substrate: Strand LP® SmartSide®  
- Finish: Diamond Kote®  
- Other: Plastic

**WEIGHT:**  
- Per Piece: 4.4 lbs.  
- Per Bundle: 21 lbs.  
- Per Pallet: 790 lbs.

**PACKAGING:**  
- Per Carton: 4  
- Per Pallet: 144

**FEATURES:** Designed for improved wind resistance, straighter looking walls, and easier installation; Deep rain lines for enhanced definition; LP® SmartGuard® Process; Blind nailed

**SUBSTRATE WARRANTY:** Siding System 5/50-Year Limited Warranty  
**FINISH WARRANTY:** Diamond Kote® 30-Year No Fade Limited Warranty

**NOTES:**

ALL SIZES AND PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS ARE LISTED AS NOMINAL DIMENSIONS. REFER TO PRODUCT DRAWINGS FOR ACTUAL DIMENSIONS.